Removing car fuses

Whether it's the rattling that comes and goes with the moon phases, a timing belt that obeys
only changes in barometric pressure, or the sudden flickering of that dreaded check engine
light, certain car problems require the professional experience and honest technical knowledge
only a mechanic can bring. This doesn't mean you should be afraid to approach your car with a
tool though. There are certain car fixes that every man should be capable of doing himself. Your
mechanic might not thank you for learning them, but your wallet surely will. If you've never
blown a fuse at home congratulations, you're an anomaly. Fuses are designed to break as they
prevent the overloading of the whole systemâ€”think of them as the noble sacrifices of the
electrical world. Changing a fuse in your car is similar to changing one at home. Locate your
car's fuse panel. You might need to check the owner's manual, but they can usually be found
under the steering wheel. Take off the fuse panel's cover. Inside you'll see a range of colors and
numbers that denote different amperages while a diagram usually on the reverse of the cover
will show what each fuse powers in your car. Locate the blown fuse. The inside will usually be
black or the metal filament might be broken. If it's dark, you might want a flashlight to make this
a quicker job. Remove the broken fuse. You can use a variety of tools or skip the tools and use
your hands to extract the blown fuse, the important point is to use care. Fuses can break easily
and a broken fuse is a lot harder to get out than a fully intact one. Insert a replacement fuse of
the correct amperage â€”make note of the fuse panel and your owner's manual on this one.
Using a fuse of the incorrect amperage can cause serious electrical problems. Keep a few extra
fuses of various amperages in your glove box. In a jam, you can always take a fuse away from a
lesser used function of the same amperage and use it for something more pressing, but this is
just a temporary fix. For example, if the fuse for your power windows is blown and there's no
rain in the forecast pull the working fuse that's allocated for your rear windshield wiper and use
it for power windows. Just double check that the amperages for each are the same. Start the
ignition to check if your handiwork has paid off. If the same fuse blows soon after you replaced
it or doesn't work at all, it might be time for a trip to the mechanic. United States. Type keyword
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noise by cranking. They would more likely move on to another vehicle. In the event they do
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blown fuse is as easy as replacing a light bulb. This guide will walk you through locating,
reading, and replacing fuses in your vehicle. Before doing anything else, make sure the car
engine and ignition are completely off and none of the electrical systems â€” like the radio or
hazard lights â€” are running. You should use safety gloves to avoid electrocution. It could even
be split into multiple hubs throughout the vehicle. None of them are named, but there is a way
to read them. Each fuse is in a specific position on the grid. Kelley Blue Book gives its verdict.
This tool is sometimes included with the car and stored in the fuse box, but you can also buy
one online or at a local car parts store. Sometimes, the automaker is generous enough to
include a couple of replacements in the fuse box for you to use, but you may have to buy a
replacement if you do, make sure you buy an identical unit from a reputable source. The
replacement fuse should look exactly the same, including the color and number on it, which
denotes its amperage. Use the tool to slot the new fuse into place and then test if it fixed the
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writingâ€¦ See more articles by Aaron. Aaron Widmar. A fuse is a low-resistance resistor device
that protects a circuit from becoming overloaded. It is a short piece of wire that is designed to
melt and break apart when exposed to an excess of electrical current. A fuse is connected in
series to the circuit it protects. A blown fuse usually causes an electrical short or an overloaded
circuit. The most common fuse to burn out in a car is the 12v power outlet, also known as the
cigarette lighter. This is often caused by leaving a cell phone charger in it for a long time, or
because of the occasional stray penny that falls into an exposed power outlet. A fuse box is
located in the car and houses the fuses. Some cars have multiple fuse boxes with many
different fuses. If something electrical in your vehicle suddenly stops working, start by checking
the fuse box and get a certified mechanic to take a look and diagnose any electrical problems.
Most cars have more than one fuse box - some vehicles may even have three or four. Car
manufacturers tend to install fuse boxes in different locations depending on the make of the
car. It is best to refer to your owner's manual to locate the fuse box you need, and also to
determine which fuse controls each circuit. Step 1: Remove the fuse. With the car completely
off, locate the fuse in question and remove it by grabbing it firmly with the fuse puller stored in
the fuse box, or with a pair of needle nose pliers. Step 2: Inspect the fuse. Hold the fuse up to
the light and check the metal wire for signs of damage or a break. If you see either of these, you
will have to replace the fuse. If you do not have a fuse diagram to locate a specific fuse, you can
test each fuse individually with a test light. Step 2: Inspect the fuse with the test light. Attach the
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fuse. If the fuse is good, the test light will light up on both sides of the fuse. If the fuse is bad,
only one side will illuminate the test light. Once the damaged fuse is detected, be sure to
replace it with a fuse of the same type and amp rating. Identifying and replacing a damaged fuse
on your own can save you time and money. However, if the same fuse is blowing repeatedly or
if certain electrical components are not working , it is advisable to enlist a certified mechanic to
inspect the electrical system to identify the reason the fuse keeps blowing and replace the fuse
box or fuse for you. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Electric
Problems Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including
diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with
all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U.
Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Electric Problems Inspection Cost. Service Location.
Part 1 of 4: Locate the fuse box Materials required Flashlight Needle nose pliers or fuse puller
Test light Most cars have more than one fuse box - some vehicles may even have three or four.
Part 2 of 4: Visually inspect fuses Most fuse boxes will have a diagram displaying the name and
location of each fuse. Part 3 of 4: Use a test light If you do not have a fuse diagram to locate a
specific fuse, you can test each fuse individually with a test light. Tip : Use a computer-safe test
light, preferably one with an LED light, as probing unknown fuses with an older style test light

may draw excessive current. If you test a fuse for the airbag, it may deploy - so be careful! Part
4 of 4: Replacing the fuse Once the damaged fuse is detected, be sure to replace it with a fuse
of the same type and amp rating. Tip : Fuses are sold at any auto parts or hardware store or
dealership. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes
and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details.
Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. What Causes a Car
to Stall? Recent Electric Problems Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary.
Nicholas 11 years of experience. Request Nicholas. Super convenient. Mechanic showed up
right on time. Fortunately, our issue was easily resolved with minimal hassle. Awesome
mechanic. Honest and kept me in the loop. Highly recommend this company and Nicholas.
Johnny was on time, honest, professional and very informative. Best experience that I've had in
regards to mechanical work. Johnny was great he saved my family money very nice very
respectful one of the best mechanic I have ever met and seen I will pick him for all future needs.
Andrian 32 years of experience. Request Andrian. Andrian was an excellent mechanic. He
explained the problem to me in detail which was extremely helpful and he resolved the problem
with professionalism and great attention to detail. I will definitely call to book another
appointment with him if my Mercedes has any more issues in the future. I highly recommend
him. This guy is the real deal nit just as a mechanic but as a genuine human being. He goes
above and beyond to ensure that you understand what's happening with your vehicle. Robert 20
years of experience. Request Robert. Did all that he could do for the service that I recommend, I
figured it would be something that I would have to have checked out at the dealership but he
eliminated a couple of possibilities for me. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. The
highest tech cars can contain miles of electrical wiring. Wires must be secured and protected
from heat and debris in order to w
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ork properly. Read more. You trust your car. You may not think about it, but you believe that
certain functions will occur without fail. You may be aware Have Have you ever wondered how a
mechanic checks your alternator? Do you have ANY aftermarket electrical equipment in the
car? Such components can impact the function of the PCM. Also, check the alternator output
and stability. If the power supply to the PCM is not within specification, that could damage Car
lights come on brakes are stiff not sure electrical on military base but it won't start. If the lights
were on and burning up fuses even up to 30 amps, then there is a major short in the vehicle's
wiring system. Check to see what the lights were tied into when the aftermarket lights were
installed People often only think a battery will get damaged in the winter. The summer heat is
when most of the Browse other content. Schedule your Electric Problems Inspection today!
Electric Problems Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

